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Your home is a reflection of your good tastes and your persona and thatâ€™s why we all love to keep
our homes look picture perfect at all times. Many items and accessories in your home will be
available made out of glass. To ensure a good look and lasting finish in these items glass cleaning
techniques can be employed. There are a few stains and marks that are always common in glass;
among this water is the chief source. A clean shower glass can be maintained when there is daily or
regular cleaning of the water marks. Otherwise the marks may be difficult to remove later on.

Keeping a clean shower glass seems like an impossible dream with mineral and iron residue in
water that leaves marks. Now you can use a wide range of cleaners and solutions available which
are eco-friendly and gives good results in cleaning. There are also protective layers available for
application on glass surfaces; these help to make the surface non-stick so that residue elements do
not stand on it. Non toxic and eco-friendly cleaners are available in the market that gives you easier
and faster glass cleaning solutions. There are also techniques that are purely homemade ideas and
are yet some of the best methods of cleaning.

Among the first homemade idea for glass cleaning methods there is the use of vinegar. This has
been always held in great esteem as a cleaner of glass and other surface with complete success.
Baking soda is another item that works its wonders on glass surfaces and is also at times used in
combination with vinegar; it gives optimized results of sparkling clean shower glass doors. Being in
constant contact with water makes this particular area in your home prone to water and mineral
residue marks. It is important to remove the marks as early as possible to ensure easy cleaning and
less stubborn marks.
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For more information on a glass cleaning, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a clean shower glass!
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